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Current state of scientific knowledge relevant to climate change:
http://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/

5th Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change:
WGI 2013, WGII, WGIII,SYR 2014

IPCC Assessment Report 5
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Multi-model ensemble CMIP5 and CMIP3

Source: IPCC 2013 AR5 Chapter 9

MIPs Model Intercompariso Projects (since 1990): 
standard experiment protocol and an world wide 
community-based infrastructure in support of model 
simulations, validation, intercomparison, 
documentation and data access. 

CMIP3: coordinated climate projections, based on 
emission scenarios from SRES, global model basis 
for IPCC AR4

CMIP5: a new set of coordinated, based on the new 
RCPs, global model basis for IPCC AR5
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Regional climate simulations: WCRP CORDEX

14 domains with a
resolution of
0.44° x 0.44° 
(approx. 50 x 
50km²)

High resolution 
simulations
with 0.11° x 0.11°
(approx. 12 x 
12km²) 
for Europe

CORDEX data available via Earth System Grid Federation: https://esgf-data.dkrz.de/search/cordex-dkrz/
 CORDEX focus on Africa
 GERICS participates in many CORDEX-regions

(adapted from F. Giorgi)
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CORDEX vision and goals
The CORDEX vision is to advance and coordinate the science and application of 

regional climate downscaling through global partnerships.

 To better understand relevant regional/local climate phenomena, their variability and 
changes, through downscaling.

 To evaluate and improve regional climate downscaling models and techniques
 To produce coordinated sets of regional downscaled projections worldwide
 To foster communication and knowledge exchange with users of regional climate information

Emerging scientific challenges
 Added value
 Human element
 Coordination of regional coupled modelling
 Precipitation
 Local wind systems

CORDEX domains

(adapted from F. Giorgi)

Great parts of the information of climate 
change is based on CORDEX activities
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CORDEX-CORE

Horizontal resolution: 0.22° (~25km) resolution
Forcing: re-analysis (ERA-Interim), RPC2.6 and RCP8.5 driven global 
simulations
GCMs: HadGEM (backup: MIROC5), MPI-ESM (backup: EC-Earth), 
NorESM (backup: GFDL-ESM)
RCMs: REMO, RegCM, CLM

Towards a homogeneous high-resolution simulation dataset for the world

CORDEX-CORE model domains as setup for simulations by the regional climate model REMO.
Domains from top-left to bottom right: North America, Central America, South America, EURO-CORDEX, Africa, South 
Asia, East Asia, Australasia.

Orographically structured area.
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CORDEX-CORE

Horizontal resolution: 0.22° (~25km) resolution
Forcing: re-analysis (ERA-Interim), RPC2.6 and RCP8.5 driven global 
simulations
GCMs: HadGEM (backup: MIROC5), MPI-ESM (backup: EC-Earth), 
NorESM (backup: GFDL-ESM)
RCMs: REMO, RegCM, CLM

Towards a homogeneous high-resolution simulation dataset for the world

CORDEX-CORE model domains as setup for simulations by the regional climate model REMO.
Domains from top-left to bottom right: North America, Central America, South America, EURO-CORDEX, Africa, South 
Asia, East Asia, Australasia.

Orographically structured area.

The main ideas of the CORDEX CORE framework are
 to use a core set of RCMs
 to downscale a core set of GCMs
 to cover the major inhabited areas of the world
 to use different representative concentration pathways (RCPs)
 to incrementally extend the CORDEX-CORE ensemble with 

further contributions by additional models/experiments

The main ideas of the CORDEX CORE framework are
 to use a core set of RCMs
 to downscale a core set of GCMs
 to cover the major inhabited areas of the world
 to use different representative concentration pathways (RCPs)
 to incrementally extend the CORDEX-CORE ensemble with 

further contributions by additional models/experiments
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Further information

 Accessing observation data:
 www.ncdc.noaa.gov

 Accessing simulation data:
 https://esgf-data.dkrz.de/projects/esgf-dkrz/

 Quick visualization of simulation data
 http://climexp.knmi.nl/plot_atlas_form.py
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We develop innovative, cutting-edge solutions

 regional climate modelling
 regional system modelling
 climate change impacts
 economics and politics
 transdisciplinary processes

 prototype product development
 inter- and transdisciplinary approaches
 application of climate service 

infrastructure
 evaluation of climate services

 climate-fact-sheets and focus papers
 maps and visualisations
 modular toolkits
 training concepts
 books, reports and studies

 strategic partnerships and associates
 creating and facilitating networks
 hosting secretariats
 operationalising climate services
 continuous user interaction

Interlinking Science and Society
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• Toolkit for cities
• Toolkit for 

companies 
• Regional modelling 

toolkit

Adaptation 
Toolkits
Adaptation 
ToolkitsSOCIETAL NEEDS

Adaptation
• Climate signal 

maps
• Rain maps

Maps & 
visualizations 
Maps & 
visualizations 

• Climate Fact 
Sheets

• Site-characteristic 
Climate-Fact-
Sheets

• Climate-Focus-
PapersFact SheetsFact Sheets

Selection 

Identification of adaptation 
measures

Identification of climate change 
impacts 

Climate change scenarios

Description of region under 
study or sector of interest

Lay the 
groundwork and 

address gaps

Preparatory 
elements

Implementation 
strategies

Reporting, 
monitoring and 

review

Products for adaptation
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Urban water
Specifc  rban

Climate informaton
Climate adapted

 rban development

Thermal comfort
and ho sing
environment

Urban green

Comm nicaton
Combined

mitgaton and
adaptaton concepts

Economics and 
fnancing

Monitoring and
q ality ass rance

Critcal
infrastr ct re

Interfaces:
e.g. to  Adaptaton Toolkit 

for companies

GERICS Adaptation Toolkit for Cities
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Concise climate 
characteristics of 
individual countries 
or regions

 

Available on request:  
www.climate-service-center.de/climate-fact-sheets

Jointly developed with

Example-pages from CFS: Burkina Faso – Togo – Ghana 

GERICS Climate-Fact-Sheets
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Key data of the Climate-Fact-Sheets
58 Climate-Fact-Sheets available as of December 2017 

~ 300 different single customers

14 new Climate-Fact-Sheets will be produced  for IFAD

The Climate-Fact-Sheet – a successful prototype product 
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- Climate-Fact-Sheets usually have some 4 to 6 pages with short text passages, 
tables and different diagrams

- Focus of the Climate-Fact-Sheets is on the projected future changes. Short 
information on current climate and past extremes is also included.

- Information is based on primary data (e.g. projections from global and regional 
climate models or continental wide observational datasets) and literature review

Climate parameters included in the Climate-Fact-Sheets
Temperature (Annual mean, min, max) 
Heat waves and cold spells
Precipitation (Annual total, Seasonal cycle), Evaporation, climatological water balance
Dry spells and heavy rainfall events
solar Irradiance, Wind speed, Sea level rise

Climate-Fact-Sheets in a nutshell
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Detailed description of temporal 
development  projected changes

Expert Judgement on signal strength 

and confidence

based on
- statistical significance & magnitude of absolute 

change
- quality of simulations in comparison to 

observations
- signal-to-noise ratio of projected changes
- agreement of model simulations

Main elements of a Climate-Fact-Sheets
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Global
Country

Federal
Global 
Climate-Signal-Maps Climate-

Fact-Sheets Bundesländer 
Fact-Sheets

Local

Site-characteristic 
Climate-Fact-Sheets

cross-sectoral Climate-Focus Paper Sector-specific Climate Impact Fact-Sheets

Fact-Sheet concept covers global scales and issues
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Criteria: use
Indicator: breadth of use
  > 284 users worldwide  
(except for KfW)

© GERICS

Use of GERICS Climate-Fact-Sheets (CFS) 
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© GERICS

Use of GERICS Climate-Fact-Sheets (CFS) 

http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/
https://esgf-data.dkrz.de/projects/esgf-dkrz/
http://climexp.knmi.nl/plot_atlas_form.py
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GERICS Climate-Focus-Papers
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Topics included in the Climate-Focus-Paper on Global 
Sea Level Rise
• "Speed Read" und Background
• Past and present sea level rise
• Differences between global and regional sea level 

change
• Future sea level change; potential limits of global mean 

sea level rise
• Impacts and Costing global mean sea level rise
• References and Weblinks

Value
Climate-Focus-Paper provide an accessible but wide-ranging introduction to a 
topic of major relevance to the work of development cooperation.  The paper helps 
project managers and technical experts to better incorporate and consider the 
importance of the specific topic, when carrying out climate feasibility studies

Climate-Focus-Paper
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- Information provided in the Climate-Focus paper is based on a wide range of different 
but consistent sources (IPCC AR5, SREX, research paper)

  

- Climate-Focus-Paper are written in a condensed but easy understandable way 
(consisting of speed read; information boxes), tailored towards the practical use.

- The major issues tackled within a Climate-Focus-Paper are selected according to the 
needs of the main target group 

Concept of a Climate-Focus-Paper
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IMPACT2C web-atlas                                          
GERICS coordinated the EU Project IMPACT2C: Estimating the key impacts of a +2°C climate 
change signal for different regions and sectors of the world. The IMPACT2C web-atlas provides 
climate change information for the development of possible adaptation strategies.
 www.atlas.impact2c.eu
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Publications
 National Assessment on Climate Change
 GERICS Reports
 Studies, Brochures and Documentations
 Klima konkret
 Newsletter
 Books
 GERICS articles at Earth System Knowledge Platform 

(ESKP) of Helmholtz-Association
 Publications in scientific journals

Webportals
 IMPACT2C Web-Atlas
 Klimanavigator
 Document Server Climate Change 

 (Dokumentenserver Klimawandel)

Fact Sheets
 Climate Fact Sheets
 Site-characteristic Climate-Fact-Sheets
 GERICS Climate-Focus-Paper

Toolkits
 Adaptation toolkit for Cities (Stadtbaukasten)
 Adaptation toolkit for Companies (Unternehmensbaukasten)
 Regional modeling toolkit (Regionaler Modellierbaukasten)

Maps and Visualizations
 GERICS Climate Signal Maps 
 GERICS Climate Signal Maps (global)
 GERICS Rain Map

Trainings
 Customer specific training
 Sector specific training 
 Capacity building programmes for countries 

 in Africa, Asia and Latin-America
 Publications and tools supporting our capacity building measures

GERICS products in a nutshell
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For further information: Visit GERICS online

Key interfaces to users and practitioners are the GERICS web-services. The main gateway is 
the homepage, which is available in German, English, and in Arabic (only main pages). 

www.gerics.de
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 Contact:
Claas Teichmann

María Máñez
Climate Service Center Germany

Fischertwiete 1
20095 Hamburg

claas.teichmann@hzg.de
maria.manez@hzg.de

www.climate-service-center.de

Contact


